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INTRODUCTION
Mark Tushnet, whose many contributions to legal scholarship we celebrate at this
symposium, has been a role model for law professors in general and for us in particular.  The
concept of role model has two meanings.  First, it means that someone is exemplary.  That Mark
certainly is.  He has been a central—we would say seminal—figure in constitutional law, in legal
theory, and in legal history.  If Mark had never written a word about constitutional law, he would
still be remembered for his contributions to legal history, first as a historian of the law of slavery,
and later as a historian of the civil rights movement.  If he had never written a word of legal
history, he would still be renowned for the stream of articles and books of the highest quality he
has produced on virtually every facet of constitutional theory and constitutional doctrine.
Finally, even putting his status in those fields to one side, he remains a central figure in the
creation and development of one of the most important twentieth century jurisprudential
movements: critical legal studies.
However, the term “role model” has a second, equally important, meaning.  To say that
someone is a role model means that the person serves as a model for a certain type of role.  The
person embodies the role and shows how to fulfill it properly through their example.  Mark is
that kind of role model too.  He embodies a certain understanding of what a professor of law
should be—what law professors should do and what they should say, both in their writing for
fellow law professors and in their comments before the general public.  We think that Mark has
served this function admirably as well.  To a very large extent his example has influenced the
way that we imagine our roles as law professors and what we should be doing in our scholarship.
The role of legal academic has been subjected to considerable stresses and strains in
recent years in the wake of the decisions of the Rehnquist Court, no doubt because much of the
academy—which is quite liberal—does not like the direction in which the Court has been
moving.  If one no longer feels comfortable engaging in the internalist game of rationalizing
existing precedents, there are two natural alternatives.  The first is to disregard the stream of
recent precedents and create an elaborate set of counter-doctrines that have no current basis in
official legal decisionmaking.1  This is a daunting enterprise precisely because most internal
legal argument tries to take as much of the existing doctrinal scheme as possible as a given and
allows itself to vary only a few parameters.  For this reason, the second and more likely
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alternative is to abandon the internal program of doctrinal rationalization and critique and pursue
a different approach to academic writing.  Hence, disaffection with the work of the Rehnquist
Court has led many—though by no means most—left and liberal academics in constitutional law
to abandon a normative and internalist approach to constitutional theory, and instead focus on
constitutional law from externalist, sociological, and historical perspectives.2
Most recently, the Supreme Court’s decision in Bush v. Gore,3 which handed the
presidential election to the Republican candidate, George W. Bush, has served to highlight
conflicting notions of the academic role, and perhaps even stretch them to the breaking point.  To
what extent can or should legal academics be interested participants in legal argument as
opposed to disinterested analysts?  To what extent can their criticisms of the work of courts be
internal to the conventions of legal argument, and to what extent must they be overtly political
and external to those conventions?  Our Essay explores some of those tensions.
I.  THE LAW PROFESSOR AS ANTIJURIST
In the course of his career, Mark has staked out a distinctive position on how legal
academics should approach the study of law, and how they should discuss a case like Bush v.
Gore.  His view is that it is not his job as a law professor to pronounce legal decisions as right or
wrong, or as correctly or incorrectly decided, although he is certainly free to criticize them on
political grounds.4
Many, if not most, law professors are completely invested in the internal practice of law,
and nothing that Mark says should have much relevance for them.  However, we share with
Mark a distinctive approach to constitutional theory, which we call legal historicism.  Briefly
put, legal historicism holds that the conventions determining what is a good or bad legal
argument are not fixed, but change over time in response to changing social, political, and
historical conditions.  The interpenetration of legal norms and historical forces continually
reshapes the boundaries of what people in the enterprise of legal argument recognize as the better
and the worse legal argument, as well as their sense of what is a plausible legal claim and what is
totally off the wall.  Mark’s legal historicism drives his view that he has nothing to say about
whether cases are correctly decided from an internal perspective and that he can only take a
critical stance from outside the enterprise of legal argument.
For us the question is whether Mark is right, and whether legal historicists can and should
hold a very different view of the academic’s role.  Precisely because Mark is a role model, and
precisely because he has influenced our own conceptions of what it means to be an academic
constitutional lawyer or an academic constitutional theorist, we view this Essay as a form of self-
interrogation and soul-searching about what law professors should be doing during this very
troubled and complicated time in American constitutional history.5
Perhaps the best way of illustrating Mark’s influence is in terms of the relationship
between law professors and judges.  The postmodern legal theorist Pierre Schlag once famously
described most law professors as “clerks in the maze.”6  Such professors, Schlag suggested, were
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bright young men and women who, having done very well at prestigious law schools and then, as
a reward, clerked for similarly prestigious judges and Justices, thereafter spent their lives in an
endless (and fruitless) imitation of the judicial role,7 auditioning in the back (and sometimes the
front) of their minds for the chance to take their own places on the bench.
If anyone might have had reason to enter that maze, it would be Mark, who after a very
successful career at the Yale Law School obtained a plum clerkship with Justice Thurgood
Marshall, a jurist who was not only a liberal avatar but probably the greatest lawyer of the
twentieth century.8  To be sure, Mark has been influenced by Marshall’s legacy.  He has
produced a history of the NAACP’s legal strategy and two volumes on the life and career of
Thurgood Marshall.9  Much of his work has been deeply concerned with civil rights and the
history of race relations.  But from almost the beginning of his academic career, Mark resisted
the temptation to write normative legal scholarship in the style of an advisor to or imitator of the
judiciary.10
Through the example of his scholarship, Mark has encouraged us and other law
professors to move away from the model of scholars as judges manqué.  No longer do many of
us define the role of the law professor as mimicking the behavior of judges.  Nor do we see our
role primarily as advising judges about how to perform their roles by writing law review articles
that are often indistinguishable from legal briefs and that argue vigorously on behalf of one or
another “correct” solution to a legal or political issue of the day.11  Instead, the role for legal
academics that Mark championed was much more as a detached analyst of the enterprise of legal
decisionmaking and argument, with little or no pretense that this analysis must aim at
determining what the law, “correctly understood,” requires.
Indeed, Mark and many others at this conference 12 have taught law professors to
recognize that the very notion of the “correctness” of any given example of legal decisionmaking
is imbedded in complex political and ideological structures that must themselves be subjected to
careful analysis and scrutiny.  This approach to legal decisionmaking was grounded in a long
tradition in American jurisprudence that dates back at least as far as American legal realism in
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the 1920s and 1930s, and its insights were deepened by Mark and other scholars identified with
the critical legal studies movement in the 1970s and 1980s.  If Schlag derides most law
professors as wannabe judges, Mark Tushnet has comfortably adopted an alternative role for law
professors. It is the role of the “antijurist,” who approaches law externally and who refrains from
passing judgment on what the norms of law necessarily require. The antijurist studies legal
doctrine in part to understand it as the jurist sees it, but nonetheless refrains from praising some
judges or condemning others in terms of their fidelity to the internal norms of the law.  That is
because understanding the law as the jurist understands it is ancillary to the antijurist’s particular
goal of understanding law in its political, social, and historical context.
However, perhaps equally accurately, we may call such people “nonjurists,” because they
are simply engaged in a different task from that of the judge.  After all, the choice between the
terms “antijurist” and “nonjurist” reflects a baseline of expectations about the legal academic’s
role.  To someone like Judge Harry Edwards, who has famously criticized the interdisciplinary
turn among legal academics,13 Mark would clearly be an antijurist because he is not performing
his traditional role as unpaid advisor (or, more tendentiously, as unpaid clerk) to the judiciary.
But if one does not accept this traditional role, Mark is not particularly “anti” judge.  He does not
wish the judiciary ill, but neither is he particularly interested in their problems.  Like Holmes’s
dog, Harry Edwards believes that he has been kicked by scholars like Mark, whereas to Mark
and others like him, Edwards has at most been tripped over.14  Indeed, one may say that he has
not even been touched, for Edwards’s real complaint is that he has been ignored by law
professors like Mark who believe that they have better things to do with their time than to
provide free research for judges like Edwards.
Two anecdotes illustrate Mark’s distinctive attitude toward the role of the law professor.
Levinson recalls a conversation that took place many years ago after Mark had just written an
interesting article (one of several, in fact) on state regulation of interstate commerce. Levinson
was preparing to teach his class about the mysteries of the dormant Commerce Clause.   He
called Mark (this was long before the advent of e-mail) and asked him what he thought the
Constitution, best interpreted, required with regard to some hypothetical that Levinson was going
to put before his class.  Mark responded in effect that Levinson had misunderstood what he was
about, and that he (Mark) just did not have views as to what the Constitution “really” meant.
The second anecdote is not, strictly speaking, an anecdote at all.  It is the quotation for
which Mark may be most famous.  He once said that in the unlikely event he were appointed to
the federal bench, he would decide cases in the way that would be most “likely to advance the
cause of socialism.”15  (Like the previous anecdote, this one not only predates the advent of e-
mail but also the fall of the Berlin Wall).
Together the quote and the story explain much of Mark’s attitude about law and about its
relationship to politics. A consistent feature of Mark’s work on constitutional interpretation—
and, we suspect, of the rest of his vast oeuvre of legal writing—is that it is analytical without
being normative.  It analyzes the political, sociological, and logical features of legal doctrine
without taking a normative stand on whether particular examples of reasoning are good or bad,
or rightly or wrongly decided, at least by reference to ostensibly “internal” norms of the law or of
good legal craft.16
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At the same time, Mark is decidedly not nonnormative with respect to politics.  No one
who knows him is unaware that he has distinct views about public policies and political
outcomes.  Furthermore, as the above quote indicates, he is not hesitant to argue that law should
move in one political direction rather than another.  Indeed, in his 1999 book, Taking the
Constitution Away from the Courts, he explicitly argues that the development of constitutional
norms should largely be left to politics and not to internal legal development of doctrine.17
Americans should pledge faith in the aims of the “thin Constitution” whose principles are
outlined in the American Declaration of Independence and the Preamble to the Constitution.18
However, they should work out the meaning of the Constitutional text not through the processes
of judicial review but through political debate, social movements, and the institutions of
representative government.19  He endorses this in part because he rejects the commonly held
view that progressive political goals are well served by continued acceptance of judicial
review.20
The clear line that Mark draws between talking about what is right and wrong in politics
and talking about what is right and wrong in law is connected to his distinctive view about the
relationship between law and politics, or more generally, between law and the historical
development of American life and thought.  Mark, like us, believes that you can understand and
analyze Supreme Court decisionmaking largely in terms of social, historical, and political
trends—what Duncan Kennedy calls “the ideological stakes” of decision.21  These ideological
stakes include but are not limited to the ideological tenor of the principles of law that a decision
will establish, the status enhancement and ideological benefits that political and social groups
will enjoy from judicial vindication of their favored principles, coherence between the result
obtained and the nonlegal common sense of social and political groups, the likely consequences
for social and political groups that may be affected by a decision, and even the short-run benefits
that the decision will offer the particular plaintiff or defendant in a case.  Finally, the ideological
stakes of decision include the comparative status and reputation of the judiciary itself, the legal
profession, and the legal system; these are not only important forms of constraint on judicial
behavior—they are also sources of ideological bias in their own right.
The influence that historical and political trends have on legal development is possible
because many legal doctrines, and especially those in the area of constitutional law, are relatively
open-ended and malleable.  Thus, Mark’s separation of legal normativity from political
normativity is related to his views about legal indeterminacy.  That indeterminacy is genuine but
also genuinely constrained, and it is constrained by many of the same social and political forces
that create it.  Given an existing political and social situation, the existing conventions of lawyers
and judges, and their abiding interests in the preservation of their own status and reputation,
lawyers and judges cannot read existing constitutional precedents to mean just anything, nor can
they read anything into any patch of constitutional text.  Thus, Mark does not hold a position of
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“radical indeterminacy”—a position, we may add, that was often associated with critical legal
studies by its opponents but in fact was not actually held by any of its members.
Imagine, for example, that during oral argument in Bush v. Gore, Theodore Olson tells
the Supreme Court that his client, George W. Bush, should prevail because the Constitution
guarantees the states a republican form of government,22 and Governor Bush is a Republican.
He then attempts to clinch the argument by facing the Justices and stating pointedly, “What part
of the word ‘republican’ don’t you understand?”  Although the word “Republican” is certainly
susceptible to different meanings,23 well-educated American lawyers, regardless of their political
inclinations, would join in describing Olson’s hypothetical argument as a mere play on words
and would conclude that such an argument is simply not within the realm of current possibility.24
Mark’s view on legal indeterminacy, as best we can derive it from his many and various
writings on constitutional law and legal theory, is a claim of relative indeterminacy in
“important” cases. His position seems to be that for any case important enough to appear in front
of the Supreme Court, it is possible that it could come out in more than one way, and those
different ways are more or less hospitable to different ideological projects.25  This does not mean
that any result is possible in any situation, but that given an important political controversy, legal
norms are sufficiently flexible to allow the pursuit of different ideological projects through the
language of constitutional and legal argument.  The flexibility of legal norms bestows legal
decisionmaking with ideological stakes worth fighting over and fighting for, and hence it permits
the shaping of legal decisionmaking by larger political and historical trends.
We note in passing that Mark’s views on law and politics, when announced thirty years
ago, might have led to shock, scandal, and denials of tenure.  It is no small measure of Mark’s
influence, and that of critical legal studies, that such views are now comfortably mainstream, and
are endorsed not only by mainstream liberals but by distinguished conservative jurists like
Richard Posner.26
Thinking about law as a historical product of past (or contemporary) political struggles
inevitably leads scholars to distance themselves from law’s internal logic and internal
justifications.  Evaluating the past, one no longer focuses on whether, for example, Plessy v.
Ferguson27 was rightly or wrongly decided as a matter of internal legal norms, but what political
and historical forces accounted for the fact that most of the well-trained elite lawyers on the
Court had no trouble producing the arguments offered in Plessy.  To be sure, legal resources
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were presumably available to decide the case in either direction.28  The best evidence of this is
Justice Harlan’s famous dissent.29  But for many legal academics these days it is more important
to learn why Harlan, in Plessy as well as in the equally egregious Civil Rights Cases,30 was so
much the outlier in terms of the conventional legal culture of the time, and why he would be
vindicated only many years later with the arrival of a distinctly different set of legal conventions.
Once the past is treated in this way, it is not difficult to see how similar considerations
could apply to the present. It is obvious that the current Supreme Court is divided, often bitterly
so, about a number of quite basic constitutional issues, including federalism, civil rights, and
even how we should go about selecting our Presidents.  Those divisions seem every bit as
political as those that divided the Justices in the 1840s (when the issues were federalism,
property rights, and slavery) or the 1950s (when the issue was freedom of speech).  Law
professors who view law as a historical product may think it more important to explain why
well-trained lawyers with particular political views find one or another set of arguments
persuasive in the current political and social context than to try to prove that contemporary legal
norms decisively support one side or the other in the reigning controversies of the day.
II. LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORICISM
We call the various forms of legal study that examine legal decisionmaking as the
product of political, social, and (especially) historical forces “legal historicism.”  By extension,
we call those forms of legal study that examine constitutional decisionmaking as the product of
political, social, and historical forces “constitutional historicism.”  There are many different
varieties of legal (or constitutional) historicism, but each is premised on two basic assumptions
about the legal system. The first assumption is that legal materials and the internal conventions
of legal argument are, at any point in time, genuinely constraining on practitioners of legal
argument and not infinitely malleable.  Nevertheless, at the same point in time, they are
sufficiently flexible to allow law to become an important site for political and social struggle.
The second assumption is that legal materials and conventions of legal argument are themselves
gradually changing in response to the political and social struggles that are waged through them.
Therefore the internal norms of good legal argument are always changing; they are being
changed by political, social, and historical forces in ways that the internal norms of legal
reasoning do not always directly acknowledge or sufficiently recognize.
One of the most interesting features of legal historicism is its view regarding “frivolous”
legal argument.31  Legal conventions necessarily require that, at any point in time, well-trained
lawyers be able to distinguish more plausible arguments from less plausible ones and, more to
the point, plausible legal arguments from frivolous ones.  However, it follows from the basic
premises of legal historicism that what makes a good legal argument a good legal argument
changes historically.  The judgments of well-socialized lawyers about what is more plausible and
less plausible, and even between what is “on the wall” and what is totally “off the wall,” are not
fixed; rather, they evolve over time in response to historical and political forces in addition to the
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inevitable internal changes in legal doctrine.  There is, therefore, no such thing as an inherently
“frivolous” legal argument considered transhistorically, although at any point in time there are
plenty of “frivolous” legal arguments, and well-trained lawyers are defined in part by their
ability to spot and denounce them.  Indeed one of the most remarkable features of any study of
American legal history is watching arguments migrate from the category of “frivolous” or
“unthinkable” to “reasonable, albeit, all things considered, unpersuasive” to “reasonable, and on
the whole the better argument,” to being so overwhelmingly persuasive that to criticize them is to
be tarred with the brush of “frivolity” and, possibly, subjected to legal sanctions under Rule 11.32
The study of law is, therefore, the study of changing structures of legal consciousness and the
ways in which they serve, at any given time, to socialize lawyers into the “proper” performance
of their roles—including, obviously, knowing which kinds of sentences count as well-formed
examples of “law-talk” and which are, alas, evidence of a certain linguistic incompetence.33
This version of legal historicism appears, appropriately enough, in the preface to the most
recent edition of our casebook, Processes of Constitutional Decisionmaking:
Arguments that seem to have been written off for good (like the compact theory
of state sovereignty) uncannily reemerge in new guises a century later.  Visionary
claims of social movements that would be rejected by all right-thinking lawyers of
the period become the accepted orthodoxy of later eras.  The ideological valance
of arguments—as “liberal” or “conservative,” moderate or radical—also drifts as
arguments are introduced or repeated in new social and legal contexts.  Finally,
the popularity and persuasiveness of different styles of constitutional argument—
for example, textualism or originalism—wax and wane with historical and social
change and with concomitant changes in the legal profession.
There is, in short, no transhistorical criterion for “thinking like a
constitutional lawyer,” other than an abiding faith in the basic constitutional
enterprise. . . .
One of the reasons why constitutional argument changes as it does is that
the practice of constitutional reasoning is deeply connected to changes in political
and social life. . . .  Our understandings of the American Constitution would have
been very different without Jacksonianism, abolitionism, the Civil War, the
feminist movement, the New Deal, and the Civil Rights movement. . . .
Finally, we continue to emphasize a historical approach to understand our
debt to the past, both in terms of our moral successes and our moral failures. . . .
We think that, as a doctrinal matter, the question of slavery haunts the whole of
antebellum constitutional law and that the legacy of slavery affects the great
issues of federalism and equality that came later. . . .[I]t is . . . important for law
students to confront slavery precisely because everyone now recognizes it to have
been a great evil.  It was a great evil that was sustained and perpetuated through
law and, in particular, through constitutional law as interpreted by the finest legal
minds America had to offer.  Law students must come to understand how well-
trained lawyers acting in good faith could have participated in such a system and
rationalized it according to well-accepted modes of legal argument, justifying
their work in the name of America’s great charter of democracy, liberty, and
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equality.  We think that if they can recognize this use of law in America’s
constitutional past, they will be better equipped to ask themselves the much more
difficult question of whether well-trained lawyers in our own era could be
similarly engaged in the rationalization of great injustices in the name of our
Constitution, even though there may be great disagreement about what these are.
The goal of a historically informed approach is not merely to see the
achievements and injustices of the past through our own eyes, but to remind us to
consider how our present interpretations of the Constitution might look to future
generations.34
Implicit in legal and constitutional historicism, then, is the assumption that we can
criticize the past (and hence the present) on political grounds for many of the legal choices that it
makes, when those choices are contingent given existing legal materials.  Legal actors cannot
hide behind the internal conventions of legal argument, because those conventions are flexible
enough to offer legal actors the potential to do justice—or at least a greater degree of justice—
through the forms of legal argument.  The defenders of slavery did not defend it simply because
law compelled them; rather, they fought out the constitutional parameters and protections of
slavery through law and justified slavery though claims of doctrinal necessity.  It is worth noting,
incidentally, that the same is true of those whom we now regard has having fought on the side of
justice and for the destruction of slavery.  One political vision confronts another, each claiming
that it expresses the true meaning of the Constitution; it is never simply a confrontation between
those who are “faithful to the law” and those with purely “political” ends.35  In the same way, the
legal controversies of our own day provide legal decisionmakers with more room to maneuver
than they may care to admit.  And with that room to maneuver comes moral responsibility, not
only to our own time, but to future generations as well.
Defined in this way, Mark Tushnet is clearly a constitutional historicist.  It is also not
surprising that other scholars who focus on political and historical explanations of constitutional
law—Scot Powe and Michael Klarman come most readily to mind—could also be described as
constitutional historicists.  Like Mark, Klarman and Powe generally pay more attention to
political forces than doctrinal consistency.  Indeed, both generally take a strongly detached (and
sometimes even ironic) stance toward internal legal reasoning.36
Nevertheless, constitutional historicists do not have to be externalists.  They can also be
deeply committed to the internal normative project of law.  But that commitment creates a
certain degree of theoretical tension.  Consider Bruce Ackerman’s constitutional theory, which is
both an excellent example of sophisticated constitutional historicism in action and, for that same
reason, an excellent example of the potential pitfalls that historicism offers for normative
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constitutional argument.37
By our above definition, Ackerman’s project is strongly historicist.  Changes in
constitutional regimes change the conditions of plausibility of constitutional arguments.  What is
plausible before Reconstruction becomes implausible afterwards.  The reason for the change in
the plausibility of constitutional arguments is politics—in particular, the special form of
mobilized politics that Ackerman calls “higher lawmaking.”38  For Ackerman, the fact that
Lochner v. New York39 seems wrongly decided today tells us nothing about whether it was
wrongly decided in 1905.  In fact, Ackerman makes a point of arguing that Lochner was a
coherent synthesis of a Founding-era commitment to individual rights and a Reconstruction-era
commitment to protection of free labor as the key exemplar of individual liberty.40
Nevertheless, Ackerman’s historicism is precisely what makes it difficult for him to offer
normative advice to judges about how to decide cases in the present.  If standards for deciding
cases do change with great changes in politics, then how is one to know that great changes have
or have not occurred?  As Ackerman points out, potential constitutional moments are always
brewing, but many if not most of them eventually fizzle out and go nowhere.41  But at the time of
decision, judges do not know the future.
Ackerman tries to solve the problem by offering special criteria and procedural
conditions for determining when a constitutional moment has occurred.  He looks to key
elections and moments of illegality or, in his words “unconventional adaptation,” as signs that
the constitutional regime has shifted.42  But his theory works best in hindsight.  Years after the
struggle over the New Deal has been completed, one can recognize that the meaning of the
Constitution has changed and so one is free to disregard pre-1937 precedents concerning national
power and substantive due process. Once the Owl of Minerva has flown, it is much easier to
understand what historical events may mean for constitutional interpretation.  But Ackerman’s
theory is of little help during political events that may turn into a full-fledged constitutional
moment or may fizzle out at some undetermined point in the future.  It does not clearly explain
to jurists in the midst of a constitutional controversy whether they should ally themselves with
the forces of change or resist with all their might.  It does not tell Justices in 1939 whether they
should consolidate the New Deal revolution or continue to oppose it.
Nor does Ackerman’s theory determine whether a judicial adventure like Bush v. Gore
can justly be condemned if that judicial adventure might be the opening shot in a subsequent
constitutional revolution. 43  For example, the conservative judicial activism of the Rehnquist
Court—including its recent line of federalism decisions—may be lawless and indefensible from
the standpoint of pre-1987 jurisprudence. But it remains to be seen whether it will be buttressed
and supported by Republican electoral victories in the future.  If the Republicans dominate the
political landscape in the next decade and make sufficient appointments to the Supreme Court
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and the federal judiciary, it will be difficult to call decisions like United States v. Lopez,44
Seminole Tribe v. Florida,45 Alden v. Maine,46 and United States v. Morrison47 “lawless.”  Quite
the contrary: They will be the very foundations of the constitutional law of this new
constitutional regime.  Contrary decisions from the pre-1987 past will have the same status as
Adkins v. Children’s Hospital48 had after West Coast Hotel v. Parrish,49 or Carter v. Carter
Coal50 had after United States v. Darby51 and Wickard v. Filburn.52
Indeed, even Bush v. Gore may be justified in the long run under Ackerman’s version of
constitutional historicism.  Perhaps it counts as one of the quasi-illegal acts of “unconventional
adaptation” that Ackerman is prone to celebrate as a signal that a new constitutional age is
dawning.53  If “We the People” keep returning the Republicans to office following this purported
judicial usurpation, then the Court will have gambled and won in guessing the direction of
history and constitutional change.  Better still, it will have actively participated in making the
new constitutional regime a reality.54
No doubt Mark Tushnet would find this criticism of Ackerman unremarkable.55 That is
why he has refused to engage in normative legal argument.  But the problem is different for us.
We consider ourselves constitutional historicists.  At the same time, we are quite uncomfortable
with the notion that we must completely surrender our ability to make internal criticisms of
judicial decisions.  We applaud Ackerman’s attempt at a normative constitutional historicism,
even if we are not sure that he has succeeded.  To be sure, we can always criticize judicial
decisions from overtly political standpoints.  But the question is whether our special expertise as
law professors—that is, as experts in legal doctrine and legal reasoning—gives us any special
grounds for criticizing the work of present day courts in terms of how well or how badly they
have used the available materials of legal argument.  Mark’s example as a role model—the
model of the law professor as antijurist—suggests implicitly, if not explicitly, that this is a circle
that cannot be squared.
The criticisms we have offered of Ackerman’s project can be made more generally of any
historicist project that tries to offer internal normative criticisms of legal argument.  If one is
unwilling to say that Lochner was wrong in its own era, how can one say that United States v.
Morrison is wrong in the present day?  Perhaps one could take a more externalist attitude about
the past but be strongly normative about legal reasoning in the present.  We live in the present,
after all, and so we are just as able as anyone else to judge what is plausible and what is not.  The
problem, however, is that constitutional argument relies to a very large degree on past
precedents.  In order to pass on the correctness of current law, one has to take a position on the
correctness of past precedents that support that law, like the Civil Rights Cases or, perhaps more
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to the point, Roe v. Wade.56  Moreover, if one accepts that there is more than one plausible way
to decide a controversial question of constitutional interpretation, it is not clear that one can
make one’s objections to a case like United States v. Morrison purely in internal terms of good or
bad legal reasoning.  Or so, we suspect, someone like Mark Tushnet might argue.
III. LEGAL HISTORICISM AND BUSH V. GORE
So far, it seems that Mark’s version of historicism—which strictly separates political
judgments from judgments of legal correctness—has clear benefits, while Ackerman’s
aspirations to combine legal historicism with normative legal argument have distinct
disadvantages.
However on December 12th, 2000 the Supreme Court of the United States did something
that puts Mark’s view squarely to the test.  It decided Bush v. Gore,57 handing the Presidency to
George W. Bush on legal grounds that in the eyes of many observers seemed implausible and
far-fetched.  We think that Bush v. Gore offers an important challenge to Mark’s brand of
constitutional historicism.  The question is whether someone who holds Mark’s views must
remain completely agnostic about whether the Court interpreted the Constitution correctly in
Bush v. Gore, and therefore can only criticize the opinion on political grounds.  In other words,
we regard Bush v. Gore as an interesting test case of how “pure” descriptive analysts can be.
The question is what Mark—or any of the rest of us who broadly share his perspectives on the
role of the legal academic—can say about Bush v. Gore.
As it happens, Mark not only appeared on the December 12, 2000 telecast of Nightline,
during which he offered Ted Koppel and the rest of the country some initial responses to the
Court’s decision issued, so memorably, just one-and-a-half hours before the 11:30 p.m. taping of
that program.  He also gave a bravura performance at a panel on Bush v. Gore at the 2001
gathering of the Association of American Law Schools just three weeks later in San Francisco.
We were both there and can personally testify to its typical incisiveness.  Mark, with his
characteristic deadpan irony, detailed the various techniques by which Bush v. Gore was likely to
become “normalized” within the standard corpus of constitutional law materials.  We noted with
wonder and delight that the other panelists seemed to be doing much of what Mark predicted
they would.
One of the striking aspects of Mark’s paper, however, is that it offers little that could
count as criticism of the decision—and certainly nothing that could count as praise!  At certain
points, however, his attitude peeped out.  Quoting Justice Robert Jackson, he noted the “ ‘mental
reservations one has in teaching of Santa Claus or Uncle Sam or Easter bunnies or dispassionate
judges.’ ”58  “It is one thing,” Mark explained, “ to have those reservations, another to be
reminded of them, and yet something else to be hit over the head with the realization that judges
are not always dispassionate.”59  He then dryly observed:
One important criticism of critical legal studies was that its claim about the
equivalence of law and politics could not be sustained unless the advocate of
critical legal studies could identify a decision that exclusively served narrow
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partisan goals.  In my view that criticism misunderstood the definitions of “law”
and “politics” that critical legal studies (appropriately) used.  But, in any event,
Bush v. Gore makes this criticism unavailable today . . . .60
Of course, Mark pointed out, legal elites—which include legal academics, prominent
lawyers, and journalists who cover legal issues—“are heavily invested in insisting that there is a
real difference between law and politics.”61  But he clearly did not mean to include himself in
that august group.  We may easily surmise that Mark prefers the politics of the Florida Supreme
Court and the four dissenters in Bush v. Gore, but that does not mean he thinks the decision is
wrong as a matter of law.  As Tina Turner might say (if she had read her Tushnet), “What’s law
got to do with it?”
To better understand the problem that Bush v. Gore poses for Mark’s vision of the legal
academic, we ask you to engage in a thought experiment.  Imagine that you are a law professor
who is invited to a dinner party and that by a stroke of good fortune you find yourself seated next
to an intellectually curious nonlawyer, who proceeds to ask you a number of questions about the
legal system.  “I recently read about the Supreme Court’s decision in Bush v. Gore,” she tells
you, “and I have to say that I was pretty shocked by what the Court did, especially when it
ordered an abrupt end to the recounts.”  She then asks you directly, “Tell me, what did you think
of that decision?  Was it correct or incorrect? I’d appreciate your opinion as a teacher of law and
a legal expert.”62
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62 In fact, we have no doubt that many, if not most professors of constitutional law have been asked this question
during the days following the 2000 election. Moreover, various petitions circulated among law professors asking
them to take a stand on the 2000 election and Bush v. Gore.  For example, over 625 American law professors have
(as of March 2001) signed the following statement about Bush v. Gore, which appeared, among other places, as an
advertisement in the New York Times:
By Stopping the Vote Count in Florida,
The U.S. Supreme Court Used Its Power
To Act as Political Partisans,
Not Judges of a Court of Law
We are Professors of Law at 120 American law schools, from every part of our country, of
different political beliefs.  But we all agree that when a bare majority of the U.S. Supreme Court
halted the recount of ballots under Florida law, the five justices were acting as political proponents
for candidate Bush, not as judges.
It is Not the Job of a Federal Court
to Stop Votes From Being Counted
By stopping the recount in the middle, the five justices acted to suppress the facts.  Justice Scalia
argued that the justices had to interfere even before the Supreme Court heard the Bush team’s
arguments because the recount might “cast a cloud upon what [Bush] claims to be the legitimacy
of his election.”  In other words, the conservative justices moved to avoid the “threat” that
Americans might learn that in the recount, Gore got more votes than Bush.  This is presumably
“irreparable” harm because if the recount proceeded and the truth once became known, it would
never again be possible to completely obscure the facts.  But it is not the job of the courts to polish
the image of legitimacy of the Bush presidency by preventing disturbing facts from being
confirmed.  Suppressing the facts to make the Bush government seem more legitimate is the job of
propagandists, not judges.
The way one answers this question, we think, says a great deal—not only about one’s
ideology or one’s jurisprudential philosophy, but also about one’s self-conception as a law
professor.  We offer a few possible replies.
First Response:  “That’s easy.  The Constitution requires whatever the Supreme Court
says it does.  As a great Chief Justice once said (though while he was still Governor of New
York), ‘[T]he Constitution is what the judges say it is . . . .’63  So if the majority in Bush v. Gore
said that the Florida recounts violate equal protection and that the appropriate remedy is to stop
the recounts because of the federal safe harbor provision, that’s the end of the matter for any
well-trained legal professional.  Sure, you can always say that the Supreme Court got it wrong or
that they made a mistake, but that’s simply a political judgment.  Once the Court speaks, it has
declared what the law is,64 which, in the case of the recent election, is that the Florida recount
procedures were unconstitutional and that the correct remedy was simply to shut down the
election.”
 Second Response:  “I don’t know what it would mean to say that Supreme Court
decisions are correct or incorrect.  I was hired to teach law primarily because I’m an experienced
practicing lawyer, a role that I continue to play, though only one day a week.  And my job as a
lawyer is simply to make whatever arguments fit the needs of my clients.65  Those needs have
almost literally nothing to do with what I think the Constitution ‘really means.’  I do a lot of
voting rights cases, and what’s most interesting to me as a practicing lawyer about Bush v. Gore
is that it may make it easier for my clients to win cases in the future, given its expansion of the
Equal Protection Clause.  And that’s especially true in the district and appellate courts in which I
actually litigate, where liberal judges are likely to seize the opportunity handed them by the case
to protect people like my clients.”
Third Response: “Who knows what the Constitution ‘really’ means? I’m a law professor.
My job is to train students to become lawyers who make arguments in front of courts and other
legal decisionmakers.  I want them to learn how to think like lawyers and respond to the kind of
arguments their opponents are likely to make. So I focus on teaching them what Philip Bobbitt
                                                                                                                                                                                          
By taking power from the voters,
the Supreme Court has tarnished its
own legitimacy.  As teachers whose lives
have been dedicated to the rule of law, we protest.
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calls the ‘modalities’ of legal argument—text, structure, consequences, and so on.66  Think of me
as a teacher of rhetoric.  What I found interesting about Bush v. Gore is that the majority seemed
to rely heavily on precedents from the Warren Court era instead of original intention or structural
arguments.  A lot of people were surprised that it was the conservative majority that used such
arguments, but as I tell my students, the way the game is played is that the modalities provide a
quiver of rhetorical arrows, and decisionmakers take out whichever one will best enable them to
hit the target.   Students never ask me if a decision was correct or incorrect, at least if the
modalities have been used competently.  After all, if I denounce a decision of the Supreme Court
as incorrect, they look at me as a megalomaniac or a crank, and if I applaud a decision, what’s
the point?  Nor do I ask my students whether a decision is correct or incorrect, 67 though I spend
a lot of time making sure they can recognize the thrust and parry of competing modalities or
arguments within given modalities.
“I know a lot of judges—and even some professors—talk about fidelity to the
Constitution and to their oaths and so on.  But, honestly, I think that’s just a bunch of twaddle,
though I guess if I were a judge I’d talk that way myself.  It’s expected of them.  They have to
promise the Senate Judiciary Committee that they will only ‘find’ law and never ‘make’ it.  But,
of course, nobody believes it for a second.  It’s ritualistic mumbo-jumbo, like killing a sheep for
good luck before embarking on a journey or going into battle.  In any case (and probably
fortunately for the country), I’m not a judge and I don’t have to start thinking like one.”
 Fourth Response: “You’re asking the wrong question.  What explains the decision in
Bush v. Gore is that the majority was trying to do what they thought was best for the country.
The dissenters disagree and thought that the majority’s decision was positively bad for the
country.68  That’s the only way to understand what the Justices do.  Sure I have my own opinion.
But it’s just my opinion.  Who knows whether the Constitution really requires one thing or
another, especially when you’re talking about the kinds of cases that actually get to the Supreme
Court?  Maybe I could tell you with some confidence if a local judge is or is not following the
Constitution, but by the time the cases get to the Supreme Court, it’s just naïve to believe that the
Constitution has much (or, indeed, anything) to do with the outcome.  It’s a political decision by
people who are authorized to develop their political ideals through a practice called
constitutional law.”
Fifth Response:  “You know, I’ve been thinking a lot in the last day or two of how I’ll
answer questions just like yours when I teach the case to my students next week.  It’s my ‘job as
a teacher to bring out both sides of the argument,’69 even though I worry ‘about the cynicism that
this case breeds.’70  But if there really are two sides of the argument, then I’m not sure why
students should be cynical, because the lesson they’ve learned from day one of law school is that
almost every case has (at least) two sides to it.  Even though I’ve criticized the case in public and
been a public advocate for one side, I’ll probably make a special effort to present both sides
fairly so that students don’t confuse my lecturing with advocacy. Representing clients is one
thing; teaching and writing about law is quite another. When I teach the case, ‘I’ll try to present
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an even-handed view about how a justice could arrive at the decision of the majority without
being completely corrupt.’71  So I think I won’t give you a direct answer to your question.
Instead I should try my best to give you both sides, because I don’t want you to accept my view
just because I’m a law professor or because I may have publicly advocated the correctness of one
view and denounced the other.”
Sixth Response: “Bush v. Gore was a disgrace.  The Court just made up new doctrines out
of whole cloth!  The Article II argument is bonkers.  And the equal protection argument?  Quite
a stretch, if you ask me.  Imagine the nerve of those conservative Justices citing those Warren
Court opinions like they believed in them.  And don’t get me started on the remedy.  If you think
there’s an equal protection violation, then do something about it. Remand the case, don’t stop the
recounts completely.  This was a terrible example of Justices who didn’t have a legal leg to stand
on passing off bad legal arguments in the hope that most people wouldn’t notice. Well, I noticed
and a lot of other law professors did too.  And we are going to explain to our students how bad
the reasoning was and how lawless the Court’s holding was.  You can bet on that.”72
Obviously, someone with Mark’s views about the role of the law professor could make
several of these replies.  But there is one reply that he could not make. That is the sixth and last
response, which criticizes Bush v. Gore as a bad example of legal reasoning and wrongly
decided.  Is there anything particularly wrong with this?  Does this suggest that his vision of the
proper role of a law professor is in some way inadequate or defective?
We could raise the stakes by imagining that the Court had adopted our fanciful
“Republican form of government” argument.  Suppose the Court held that George W. Bush
should win because he is a Republican and the federal government guarantees the states a
republican form of government.73  At this point would Mark concede that the decision was
wrongly decided legally?  Or would he merely pronounce it as “surprising” given his
understanding of the operative conventions of legal argument and proceed to denounce it solely
on political grounds?  Again, if this would be his response, is there anything particularly
troubling about it? Would his unwillingness to remark on the legal correctness of this argument
reflect poorly in any way on his vision of the proper role of the legal academic?
For many, a sufficient response will be that Mark is just one person.  His view of the law
professor’s role does not prevent anyone else from having a contrary view.  However, we began
this Essay with a very different ambition. We stated forthrightly that Mark’s career was
especially admirable and worthy of emulation.  Moreover, we argued that he could and should
serve as a role model for others, especially for young law professors who are just starting out and
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are trying to decide exactly what their professional role should be.  Put in those terms, does
Mark’s (presumed) inability to offer the sixth response pose any difficulties?
It is not flattery made up for the occasion to say that Mark has served for both of us, and
many others, as a model of how to understand constitutional debates and how to analyze, with
consistent insight, their structures.  However, it may be, of course, that there are costs as well as
benefits attached to that model.  It should be clear by now that although we raise them in terms
of Mark’s own views, we are also are offering a very public set of reflections about our own
conceptions of professing law at the present time, when the occupant of 1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue got there not as the result of the American electoral process, as flawed as it may be, but
rather as the result of a gift made by the United States Supreme Court.  At the very least, it feels
awkward if one cannot, as a law professor, say something distinctive about why that decision is
so objectionable.  Perhaps this awkwardness merely reflects simple nostalgia for an earlier era of
constitutional jurisprudence (or rhetoric) that is unavailable to those of us who have drunk from
the well of American legal realism, much less critical legal studies.  But we think more is at
stake.
Here the positions of the two authors diverge.  In an earlier draft of this Essay, Balkin
wrote in a concluding paragraph that
we continue to hold out the view that, no matter how much we admire Mark’s
example, we do have a distinctive normative role as professors of law, and that we
do have not only the right but the duty to take normative stands on what is the
better and the worse legal argument.
 Reading the draft, Levinson persuaded him to remove it, and the two of us have decided instead
to explain individually how we understand our roles as law professors who are also legal
historicists.
Both of us agree that the problem is not whether a legal historicist can say that an
argument is frivolous. A scholar like Mark, whose historicism is unalloyed, can still say that
particular legal arguments are frivolous as he understands existing community norms.  Rather,
the question is whether one believes that the argument is frivolous from one’s own standpoint
and one’s own internal commitment to the enterprise of legal argument.  That distinction is
important precisely because one may be the first to make a new legal argument that one fervently
believes in, while recognizing that other people in the relevant community regard it as frivolous.
When one is committed to law internally, what one believes and what the community believes
are two different things.  To take two examples, Lysander Spooner believed that slavery was
unconstitutional before the Thirteenth Amendment.74 In our own era, Catharine MacKinnon
believed that sexual harassment was a form of sex discrimination prohibited by Title VII long
before many other legal professionals did.75  She also believed (and still believes) that regulation
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though now it is in fact the basis of a conviction by the International War Crimes Court at the Hague for war crimes
of pornography is consistent with the First Amendment.76  MacKinnon is an excellent example
of a person who takes highly controversial (her opponents would say highly unpersuasive) legal
stands, but who talks and speaks as if she is fully invested in the rightness and wrongness of
legal arguments within the legal system.
Is this internal attitude possible for someone who is a historicist?  For Balkin, the answer
is clear. His view is that he lives in the present, not the past.  He is a member of contemporary
legal culture, and he feels that he has as much right to offer an opinion as to what is a good legal
argument and what is a bad legal argument as anyone else.  Indeed, having devoted much of his
adult life to the study of the American Constitution, he sees no reason why he should not be able
to express such opinions when called upon.  Although he is happy to discuss the present from the
standpoint of a detached anthropologist of contemporary legal culture or as a legal semiotician
and rhetorician who studies the evolving thrusts and parries of contending forms of legal
argument,77 he also understands that he is very much invested in contemporary legal culture and
that analytical detachment is not the only attitude he has about the American legal system.
Sometimes he is harshly critical of the system78 (itself another kind of investment); while
sometimes he thinks that the ideals latent within the American Constitution promote particular
readings to the exclusion of others.79 For him there is no necessary conflict between inhabiting
the multiple roles of detached analyst, external critic, and invested participant.  One simply needs
to be clear about which role one is playing and in which capacities one is being consulted.
For Levinson the question is differently posed.  Although he has said that in many
contexts, he is simply not interested in arguing for what the Constitution really means,80 he
nevertheless confesses that he does not hold a fully external view. He does agree with Mark that
in constitutional law, the relevant materials are so open-ended that it is usually impossible to
profess genuine dismay, as a lawyer, about the different uses that lawyers and judges make of
them.  The materials are rich and flexible.  Most cases that appear before the Supreme Court
could go either way, and so one’s objections to court decisions must, in the main, be political
ones.  Moreover, even if a particular judge’s performance is rather shoddy, some bright young
legal scholar can often come along later to rewrite the opinion to make the result more plausible.
Nevertheless, the relevant legal materials and the conventions of law-talk, although flexible and
open-ended, are not infinitely so.  At some point, a litigant or a judge can burst the bounds of
reasonableness.  Levinson is sufficiently invested in the practice of legal argument that he finds
something objectionable—indeed deeply objectionable—to this practice.
For example, he has said in several conversations that he regards the Article II, Section 1
argument—which treats the Florida legislature as basically a classical sovereign, capable of
acting however it wishes free of all but the most minimal constitutional constraint81—that the
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Bush forces offered in Bush v. Gore, as “crazy.” He regards it as crazy even though the Chief
Justice of the United States, William Rehnquist, and two Associate Justices accept it, at the
urging, among others, of two members of the Harvard Law School faculty, one of them a former
Solicitor General of the United States.82  All of this being recognized, Levinson continues to
believe that it is “really and truly” a bad legal interpretation of the Constitution and that self-
respecting lawyers, whether they are members of the Harvard faculty or Justices of the United
States Supreme Court, should be ashamed of themselves for offering it, in just the same way they
would be ashamed to offer the hypothetical argument sketched out above about the meaning of
the Republican Form of Government Clause.
One may forgive “meritless” legal arguments when they are presented by political
dissidents, who are given little respect by the legal system and are trying their best to change it.83
One should be less forgiving, Levinson thinks, of the most powerful and influential members of
the legal establishment, like the Chief Justice of the United States or members of the Harvard
Law School faculty, who continually mouth pious homilies about their devotion to the rule of
law.  Given that the doctrines are already so flexible, and the materials already so rich in
possibilities, why should it be necessary for those people to stoop to such means?  This view
does presuppose a certain degree of investment in the legal system and the conventions of legal
argument.  It is not a complete and positive faith in the legal system as a purveyor of justice—for
Levinson, faith is always fraught and ambiguous.84  Rather, it is a moral attitude that carries with
it a sufficient faith in the integrity of the conventions of legal practice to allow one to identify
and condemn hypocrisy in their misuse.
This being acknowledged, Levinson also confesses to continuing second thoughts about
having added his own signature to an advertisement that condemned Bush v. Gore in the posture
of someone “dedicated to the rule of law.”85  For a variety of reasons, he is uncomfortable
professing that position, not least because, like Morton Horwitz (another signatory, incidentally),
he does not regard “the rule of law” as an “unqualified human good.”86  The importance of
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recognizing the many ways that rule of law ideology can promote injustice is a major reason, one
suspects, why Mark was initially drawn to study how chattel slavery was fully integrated into the
operating American legal system, and it certainly explains why Levinson has always insisted on
emphasizing that point in the casebook that he coedits.87
The difference between Balkin and Levinson is not really a disagreement about law’s
relation to politics or even about the possible dangers of an unthinking worship of law and legal
reason that mystifies and promotes injustice.  Rather, it reflects a difference in conceptions of the
self.  Balkin is more comfortable with a postmodern vision of multiple roles inhabited by the self
and by which the self is in turn constituted.  Levinson, on the other hand, feels much more
pointedly a sort of modernist anxiety88 about conflicting roles simultaneously pressing their
conflicting demands on a single self.
CONCLUSION
Unreflective worship of the rule of law or of the American Constitution is idolatry. But
dedicating one’s life to law is not, especially if we do so with some degree of caution and aware
of the dangers of idolatry.  All of us, as law professors, have dedicated ourselves not only to the
detached study of the law, but also—far more problematically, perhaps—to training the young to
follow the path of the law themselves.  As we walk along that path, we must necessarily accept
the duty, at least on occasion, to offer some guidance to those who feel even less sure-footed
than we do by indicating to our fellow citizens what truly counts as achievement of our shared
project, found in the Preamble to the Constitution and written in stone on the Supreme Court
building itself respectively, to “establish justice”89 and to bring about “Equal Justice Under
Law.”
In many of Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes’s essays—perhaps most notably his
monumental The Path of the Law—Holmes subjects his audience to a decidedly realist and
unsentimental take on the legal system, washing pious legal homilies in a bath of “cynical
acid,”90 only to conclude in his final paragraphs with a mystical reaffirmation of law and the
legal enterprise.  We note the irony and (the problem) of ending this essay in a similar,
Holmesian fashion.  Neither of us shares (or wishes to acknowledge that we may share) the
monumental complacency about the uses of law and legal power that undergirded many of
Holmes’s pronouncements.  Mark Tushnet has been an exemplary guide to all of us in many
ways, but not least through his courage in maintaining a resolute intellectual independence.  He
has steadfastly refused to see the American legal system through the rose-colored glasses that
seem to be virtually a professional accouterment of a legal scholar working in the world’s most
powerful and successful democracy.  Through his intellectual courage and his devotion to the
truth Mark has staked out his own distinctive “path of the law.”  We honor him for that today,
and are all the more eager to discover what guidance he would offer about the law professor’s
role after Bush v. Gore.
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